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REDEFINING SPACES FOR  
luxury family dining
Earlwood-Bardwell Park RSL Club is a boutique RSL Club in the beautiful Bardwell Valley 
offering members and the local community quality facilities and entertainment. One 
facility is the family restaurant, Cucina Mia, offering a traditional Italian menu with fresh 
and local produce. 

Located in the new basement area of the Club, Cucina Mia wanted a space that 
appealed to families and diners that would redefine the perception of club dining.  

RED Design Group was appointed to create a space of elegance whilst also providing 
guests with a relaxed and comfortable space suitable for family dining.



to create

Cucina Mia restaurant at the 
Earlwood Bardwell Park RSL was 
the second project RED Design 
Group have completed with the 
client, creating the branding and 
interior design for the new area. 

The design brief developed 
by RED Design Group was to 
create a moodier and sexier 
environment compared to the 
upstairs club. As the restaurant 
is located in the basement and 
somewhat tucked away, the 
designers played on the theme 
of a hidden 1920’s Speakeasy 
with rich dark tones, tarnished 
brass and dramatic lighting.



the design process

Creating an immediate impact when walking into Cucina Mia was essential in creating 
the stand out point of difference for the RSL Club.

With constraints on the ceiling height RED Design Group, along with LPA, designed 
a mirror and LED ceiling feature that runs the length of the space. Surface mounted 
globes were fixed to mirrored panels that in turn were framed with cornice mounding. 
This mounding was then recessed with LED strip creating an amazingly dramatic link 
through the ceiling. 

“LPA did a great job in bringing together our vision and working out the complexities of the 
design to achieve a result that the client was extremely happy with. Along with the general 
lighting throughout the space and highlights around the bar, LPA did a fantastic job, being 
both professional and proactive in their dealings with us and the builder. We look forward 
to working with Michael and the team again in the future.“ 

Colin Bell, Creative Director, Red Design Group



featured products

LPA Made to Order - Custom Made surface mount ball luminaire 

LPA STRIP and profile with opal diffuser 

LPA-DS-GC09 VISI Recessed Fixed Led Downlight 

LPA–SR-A158 Octopus Recessed adjustable LED downlight 

LPA–C LIFE Recessed Round LED Emergency Fitting 

LPA RAZOR 2660 – Recessed Edge Lit LED Exit Sign with running man 
symbol.  

http://lpalighting.com/product/flexible-strip-120/
http://lpalighting.com/product/visi-led-gc09/
http://lpalighting.com/product/octopus-sr-a158/


project overview

CLIENT: Earlwood-Bardwell Park RSL Club

LOCATION: 18 Hartill-Law Ave, Bardwell Park NSW 2207

LIGHTING DESIGN: LPA

INTERIOR DESIGN: RED Design Group

BUILDER: Paul King

PHOTOGRAPHY:  James Newman

https://paulking.format.com/
www.jamesnewman.com.au/
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The feature lighting and welcoming design detail 
at Cucina Mia provides a dining experience for all 

members of the family to enjoy, we know  
we’ll be going back!

Light attracts people, it highlights product,  
it enhances the senses.


